Role of tumor-associated glycoprotein-72 in the progression of endometrial adenocarcinoma: a proposed study.
Endometrial adenocarcinoma is on the basis of the molecular, immunohistological and clinicopathologic features broadly divided into two groups, referred as type I and type II. Type I appears more frequently and in principle patients have a good prognosis; however a significant number of patients develop local recurrences. We hypothesize that TAG-72, expressed on endometrial carcinoma binds and internalizes endocytic pattern recognition receptors on surrounding tissue antigen presenting cells (dendritic cells and macrophages), powers their anti-inflammatory maturation program and make them capable to elicit or modulated tolerogenic immune response mediated by local T and NK effectors. This could support uncontrolled local tumor growth, deeper tumor invasion into surrounding tissues, frequent local recurrences and/or lymph node metastasis. To test this hypothesis, we propose a semi-quantitative immunohistochemical analysis of TAG-72 expression in endometrial adenocarcinoma samples and to correlate the results with clinical and pathological parameters (age, type and histological grade of the tumor, estrogen and progesterone receptor expression, invasion into the myometrium and capillaries, presence of lymph node metastases, FIGO stage, and TNM classification). It would be worthwhile to investigate the local tissue immune response in the tumor environment using tissue samples removed during surgery. These studies could elucidate the underlying immunopathological mechanisms that govern the early recurrence and possibly distant metastases of TAG-72-expressing adenocarcinomas and might help in deciding the type of treatment to be applied in a selected group of cancer patients including application of biological therapy with anti-TAG-72 antibodies, according the principle of personalized oncology treatments.